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INEQUALITIES FOR POLYNOMIALS SATISFYING

piz) = z"pi\/z)

N. K. GOVIL, V. K. JAIN AND G. LABELLE

Abstract. If p(z) = 'Z"t,_0afz' is a polynomial of degree n, then it is known

that Maxizi_||/>'(z)l < " Maxizi_,|/>(z)|. In this paper we obtain the

analogous inequality for a subclass of polynomials satisfying p(z) m

z"p(\/z). Some other inequalities have also been obtained.

1. Introduction and statement of results. Let piz) = 2"=0tf„z* be a poly-

nomial of degree n and p'(z) its derivative. Concerning the estimate of |//(z)|

on the unit disc \z\ < 1, we have the following theorem of Bernstein [2].

Theorem A. If piz) = S^o^z" is a polynomial of degree n such that

\piz)\ < 1 for \z\ < 1 then

(1.1) |/>'(z)| < n   for\z\= 1.

This result is best possible and equality holds for p(z) = az", where \a\ = 1.

On the other hand, concerning the estimate of \p(z)\ on the disc \z\ = R

> 1, we have the following theorem, which is a simple consequence of

the maximum modulus principle.

Theorem B. Ifp(z) = 2" = 0a>.z* 's a polynomial of degree n, then

(1.2) \p(Rei9)\ < R"   Max   |/j(e/9)|,        R > 1,6 real.
OK 9<2i7

This result is best possible and equality holds for p(z) = az".

For polynomials having no zero in \z\ < 1, an inequality analogous to (1.1)

was obtained by Lax [5] and analogous to (1.2) by Ankeny and Rivlin [1].

Malik [6] (see also Govil and Rahman [4]) considered the class of polynomials

having no zero in \z\ < k, k > 1, and obtained an inequality analogous to

(1.1). The class of polynomials having a prescribed zero on \z\ = 1 has been

considered by Giroux and Rahman [3]. It was proposed by Professor Q. I.

Rahman to study the class of polynomials satisfying p(z) = z"p(\/z) and

obtain inequalities analogous to (1.1) and (1.2).

While trying to solve the problem proposed by Professor Rahman, we have

been able to obtain inequalities analogous to (1.1) and (1.2) for the class of

polynomials satisfyingp(z) = z"p(l/z) and having all the zeros either in the

left half-plane or in the right half-plane. Throughout this paper, we shall

denote by Hn, the class of polynomials p(z) of degree n satisfying p(z)
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= z"p(l/z) and having all their zeros either in the left half-plane or in the

right half-plane. We prove

Theorem 1. Ifp(z) is a polynomial belonging to the class Yln, then

(1.3) Max\p'(z)\ <-^ Max\P(z)\

(1.4) Max\p'(z)\ > £ Max\p(z)\.
1*1-1 ' '      2  |z| = i '   v 7|

Inequality (IA) is best possible and equality holds for the polynomial p(z)

= (1 + z)n when the zeros lie in the left half-plane and for polynomial p(z)

= (1 — z)" when zeros lie in the right half-plane.

We do not know if inequality (1.3) is best possible. However, for the class

of polynomials satisfying onlyp(z) = z"p(l/z), the bound in inequality (1.3)

cannot be smaller than n/2x/2, as is evident from the example p(z) = z" +

2iz"/2 + 1, n being even.

If we use inequality (1.3), the argument of Ankeny and Rivlin [1] yields the

following

Theorem 2. Ifp(z) is a polynomial belonging to class Yln, then

R" + (21/2 - 1)

(1.5) Max   \p(z)\<-vTz- Max\p(z)\.

2. Lemmas.

Lemma 1. For any polynomial p(z) = (z — a)(z — I/a), a =£ 0 and |arg a\

> it/2 we have

(2.1) Max\p(z)\ -|K1)|.
|Z|- 1

// we replace the hypothesis |arg a\ > ir/2 by |arg a\ < tt/2, then

(2.2) Max|/>(z)|=|/>(-l)|.

Proof of Lemma 1. We can assume without loss of generality, 0 < \a\ < 1.

For if \a\ > 1, apply the result with l/a instead of a. Let a — re'9, 0 < r

< 1, |<p| > it/2. Then for \z\ = 1, we have

\p(z)\ =\p(e,e)\ -10* - re^)(ei9 - r-^-""^

(2.3) =\e2'9 + 1 - eie(reiv + r~le~iv)\

= \ei8 + e~w - (re"" + r~xe-^)| = |2 cos 9 - 2w(r,m)|

where

(2.4) 2w(r, tp) = re'v + /-"'e^T

Now since \<p\ > tt/2, the real part of co(r, m) is nonpositive and so the

right-hand side of (2.3) will be maximum when cos 9 is maximum, i.e. when

9 = 0. Therefore we have

Uax\P(z)\=\2-2o:(r, <p)\=\p(\)\.
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The proof of (2.2) follows on the same lines as of (2.1), so we omit it.

Lemma 2. For any complex number z0 lying in the closed left half-plane

(1 + |z0|)/|l - z0\ < 21'2.

Proof of Lemma 2. For any complex number z0 we have

(2.5)
1  +Un 1   +|Zn 1   +|Zn

{l+|z0|2-2Rez0}1/2       {l+|z0|2},/2

because z0 lies in the closed left half-plane. So from (2.5) we have

1/2
(l+|z0|)/|l-z0|<{l+2|z0|/(l+|z0|2)}/  <2 1/2

3. Proofs of the theorems.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let the polynomial p(z) belonging to the class I1M be

2"_0a„z". We shall prove the result when p(z) has all its zeros in the closed

left half-plane. In case p(z) has all its zeros in the closed right half-plane, the

result follows on the same lines and by using (2.2) instead of (2.1). Firstly,

note that p(z) cannot have a zero at the origin; for if p(z) has a zero at the

origin, then a0 = 0 and since p(z) satisfies p(z) = z"p(\/z), we have an = 0

which implies that p(z) is of degree less than n. Further, again on account of

hypothesisp(z) = z"p(l/z), if re'" is a zero ofp(z) then r~xe~'a is also a zero

of p(z) and hence the zeros of p(z) occur in pairs at z = re"" and z

= r~le~"". If r = 1 and a = it, then re'a = r~le~"" and hence the zeros of

p(z) occur either in pairs at z = re"" and z = r~ xe~'a or at z = - 1. Thus the

polynomial p(z) is of the form

(3.1) Piz) = (z + 1)" n f(i-v*)(*-i«-**j

where m > 0; m + 21 = n; rk > 0 and \ak\ > tt/2 for k = 1, 2, . . . , /. Then

Max \p(z)\ = Max
1*1-1 '      "

iz + if n
k=\

(' ne "\

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Also

'■n
fe-i

(i-^'a<)(1 -yke~iak)

k i-i

= |i + i

= |p(i)l

= 2m II |2 - 2w(r„ a,)|    (by (3.2) and (2.4))
fc-l

/

= 2m+1 II \l-u(rk,ak)\.
k = \

(by(

^(z) = (z+ir     IT  [z2-2o>(rk,ak)z+\]
k=\

and



k=\ { jfVJ+k
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/

p'(z) = m(z+ l)m~x u  [z2 - 2o>(rk, ak)z + l]

(3'5) M   *"' ' )

+ (z+ lf £  j [2z - 2wfo, «,)] [z2 - 2co(0, «,)* + l] |.

Therefore for |z| = 1,

|//(z)| < rn\(z + l)\m~l I ; |z2 - 2u>(rk, ak)z + l|

+ |* + 1 f 2     I22 - M'*- «*)|     u     \z2 - 2w(rp 002 + 11
k=\  { j=\J*k j

I

< w2m-' u |2 -2o>(rk,ak)\
k=\

+ 2» 2  j[2 + 2|w(^,a,)|]     Ó     12-2^,^)1]    (by(2.1))
*=1  I j=\J*k )

I

= W2"' + /-1 u |1 -io(rk,ak)\
k=i

+ 2>»+ii [i+mr„oi] n |i-«(0'«/)i
fc-I   l j-lj+k

Hence

Max|jp'(z)|<m2'" + '-1 Ü |1 - W(rt> at)|
lzi_1 k=\

(3-6) ,    , , >

+ 2- + '2     [1+K^,a,)|]     u     \l-virpa,)\\.
fc-I  I J-lJ*>k

From (3.4) and (3.6), it follows that

MaxM.,|j>'(z)|   ^ w       ¿    l+\u(rk,ak

V-1) \a^      \T7^A~  < T + 2iMaxw.,|/»(z)|     ^2      ¿t1! |1 -«('•*. «t)| '

Since \ak\ > tt/2, we have Re u(rk, ak) < 0 and hence by applying Lemma 2

to inequality (3.7), we have

Max|z| = ,|/(z)| m      ¿    l/2< _n_

Max|zl=1|^(z)| S 2      ¿,       " 2'/2

which gives

Max|o'(z)| < ——- Max|o(z)|
Mr|-i '    V ;| 2'/2 W = l'        '

and (1.3) is established.

To prove (1.4), we note that
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pV)
p.O) + s

k = \ 1 - rke"">

m_

T
ne'

1 - rke,a* 1 - rke,a*

= m/2 + l

= n/2.

Therefore

(3.8) \p'(l)\ = (n/2)\P(l)\.

Because Max,z| = 1|/?(z)| = |/»(1)|, we get from (3.8),

Max|//(z)| >|/(1)| >|Max|/J(z)|

which proves (1.4).

We are extremely grateful to Professor Q. I. Rahman for his valuable

suggestions.
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